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Abstract
Despite the progress of cloud-native technologies, existing

distributed file systems are ill-suited for multi-tenant cloud-
native applications for two reasons, First, their clients are typ-
ically heavyweight, resulting in a low level of resource multi-
plexing among containers. Second, their architecture is based
on network gateway and falls short in providing efficient,
highly-available and scalable I/O services for cloud-native ap-
plications. In this paper, we propose Fisc, a large-scale, cloud-
native-oriented distributed file system. Fisc introduces three
key designs: (1) a lightweight file system client to improve
the multiplexing of resources with a two-layer resource aggre-
gation, (2) a storage-aware distributed gateway to improve the
performance, availability and scalability of I/O services, and
(3) a DPU-based virtio-Fisc device offloading key functions
to hardware. Fisc has been deployed in production for over
three years and now serves cloud applications running over
3 million cores. Results show that Fisc client only consumes
69% CPU resources compared to the traditional file system
client. The production environment shows that the average
latency of online searching tasks is less than 500 µs when
they access their files in Fisc.

1 Introduction
Many applications, such as data analytics [1], machine

learning [2], and transactional workflows [3, 4] are deployed
in public clouds. The emerging cloud-native technologies are
shifting virtualization in clouds from virtual machines (VM)
to containers and pushing up the abstraction provided to ten-
ants from resources (e.g., CPU and memory) to services (e.g.,
database and object storage service). As such, cloud service
providers (CSPs) must rethink their fundamental services to
provide efficient, flexible support to cloud-native applications.

Specifically, file system (FS) is one such fundamental
service, with which applications can store and access their
data [5–7]. Tenants typically employ FS in the cloud in one
of two modes. They either purchase cloud storage (e.g., SSD)
and deploy their own FS, or directly use the FS service pro-
vided by CSPs. As CSPs gradually switch from server- cen-

tric to resource-disaggregated architectures, tenants increas-
ingly use the second approach for its elasticity, flexibility,
on-demand charging, and ease of use [6, 8, 9].
File systems need to be redesigned to support cloud-native
applications. Existing distributed file systems (e.g., [5–7])
are ill-suited for multi-tenant cloud-native applications for
two reasons. First, clients in these systems have a low level of
resource multiplexing among containers. That hinders CSPs
from achieving high efficiency of resources and makes it dif-
ficult for each computation server to support a large number
of containers for cloud-native applications. Specifically, these
clients typically adopt a heavyweight design to provide many
functionalities, including interfaces for interacting with ap-
plications, storage protocols for data persistence and failure
handling, network-related functions for communications with
data nodes and metadata masters, and security-related func-
tions for authorization checking. As such, each client needs
to reserve many exclusive resources, and a server can host
only a small number of containers concurrently, resulting in
inefficient use of resources.

Second, a centralized network gateway employed for file
system service in the cloud cannot satisfy the requirement of
cloud-native applications for performance, availability, and
load balancing. A network gateway is a component that con-
nects clients in the virtual domain of users to backend proxies
in the physical domain of CSPs. This network-gateway-based
architecture has a series of limitations, including (1) a sub-
optimal, ms-level latency to pass through the gateway, (2)
the incapability of data locality optimization and fast failure
handling due to the unawareness of file semantics and storage
protocols, (3) the incompatibility with high-performance net-
work stack like RDMA without intrusive changes to clients,
and (4) the load balancing gap between network connections
and files. Besides, to match the throughput of a large-scale file
system of thousands of nodes, it would take non-negligible
costs for CSPs. Luna and Solar [10] propose storage network
stacks for Alibaba’s EBS service. However, they only focus
on achieving high performance within the physical domain of
CSPs. They cannot provide high performance for the whole
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path from the file clients in the virtual domain of users to the
storage clusters in the physical domain of CSPs.
Fisc: a cloud-native-oriented file system. In this paper,
we design Fisc, a cloud-native-oriented distributed file sys-
tem service to provide cloud-native applications with high-
performance, high-availability storage services at low cost.
Fisc consists of two key components: lightweight clients and
a storage-aware distributed gateway (SaDGW).

First, with a two-layer aggregation, Fisc moves user-
unaware functionalities (e.g., network stacks and storage pro-
tocols) out of clients in the containers and offloads them to the
Data Processing Units (DPU) of computation servers and the
backend storage nodes of CSPs to aggregate their resources,
respectively. As a result, the resources used for these func-
tionalities can be fully multiplexed, lowering the amortized
cost. Meanwhile, as each client consumes substantially fewer
resources, a computation server can host a large number of
containers for cloud-native applications.

Second, Fisc introduces SaDGW to provide a direct high-
way with a high-performance network stack [10] between the
computation and storage servers. Specifically, we leverage the
file system semantics on the highway path to build a storage-
aware routing mechanism to route clients’ file requests from
the frontend virtual domain of tenants to the backend physical
domain of CSPs with a granularity of files instead of network
flows. We design a series of mechanisms, such as storage-
aware failure handling and locality-aware read optimization,
to improve the availability of Fisc. We have also employed
a file-based fine-grained scheduling mechanism to balance
loads of proxies at storage nodes.
Implementing Fisc with a software-hardware co-design.
Realizing lightweight clients and SaDGW completely in soft-
ware is inefficient. As such, we leverage the emerging DPUs
to implement part of the functionalities of clients and the core
functionalities of SaDGW. We adopt a virtio-Fisc device in
DPU to offload the network stacks and storage protocols and
provide secure and high-efficient passthrough from the users’
virtual domain containers to the file system of CSP’s physical
domain. We also leverage the fast path in DPU to acceler-
ate the I/O processing, further improving the performance of
Fisc.
Production deployment. Fisc has been deployed in produc-
tion DCN for three years and serves applications running
on over 3 million cores in Alibaba. For large-scale develop-
ment, it presents an abstracted virtual RPC (vRPC) based on
SaDGW and virtio-Fisc devices, which is easy to use and can
be adopted by other cloud-native services like Function as a
Service (FaaS). Compared to the on-premise Pangu client, the
CPU and memory consumption of the Fisc client is reduced
by 69% and 20%, respectively. The availability is improved
by an order of magnitude (e.g., failure recovery from a second-
level to a 100ms-level). For the online-search query service,
its average and P999 latency in Fisc are <500 µs and <60 ms,
respectively. Its average latency jitter is less than 5%.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 File Systems

File system (FS) is a fundamental service for users to store
and access their data. Large-scale distributed file systems like
Tectonic [7], Colossus [5], and Pangu [6] have been devel-
oped by different companies in their datacenters. Generally,
they consist of three components, masters, data servers, and
clients. The masters manage data servers and maintain the
metadata of the whole system (e.g., the file namespace and the
mapping from file chunks to data servers). The data servers
are storage nodes responsible for managing file chunks and
storing their data on storage media (e.g., HDDs and SSD).
The clients interact with the masters for metadata and the data
servers for data. Notice that clients in representative large-
scale file systems (e.g., Tectonic [7] and Colossus [5]) are
heavyweight. They provide complex functions, including not
only storage protocols for data persistence and failure han-
dling but communication with masters and data servers, as
well as security-related functions such as authorization.

Pangu [11] is a large-scale distributed storage system in Al-
ibaba and provides append-only file semantics like HDFS [12].
It works as a unified storage core of Alibaba Cloud. Multi-
ple businesses (e.g., Elastic Block Service [10, 13], Object
Storage Service [14], Network Attached Storage [15], and
MaxCompute [16]) are built on top of Pangu. They adopt
the Pangu clients for persistent, append-only file storage, em-
ploy a key/value-like index mapping to update data, and use
a garbage collection mechanism to compress historical data.

2.2 Cloud Native
With the development of cloud-native technology (e.g., mi-

croservice, container, and serverless computing), more and
more tenants are deploying their applications into the public
cloud and directly using the services provided by CSPs (e.g.,
database and object storage service). In 2020, Alibaba also
migrated all its core businesses, such as Taobao and Tmall, to
cloud-native containers. Cloud-native technologies substan-
tially simplify the development and operation of tenants and
demonstrate two characteristics. First, with fine-grained con-
tainers being used instead of VMs, the number of containers
in a computation server can exceed 1000 [17, 18], i.e., ∼10
times more than that of VMs. Second, cloud-native technolo-
gies push up the abstraction provided to tenants from VMs to
services. The implementation of services is transparent to ten-
ants but must provide high performance under heterogeneous
workloads. To this end, bare-metal DPUs are increasingly
used to accelerate cloud-native applications. For example,
AWS adopts Nitro [19] and Alibaba adopts X-Dragon [20,21].
These bare-metal DPUs utilize the virtio technology for I/O
virtualization and can provide high-performance support to a
broad range of cloud services.

2.3 Motivation
Cloud-native applications bring new challenges for CSPs

to provide file system service.
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Figure 1: The CPU consumption of an HDFS client under
different I/O bandwidths.

Isolated file system clients cause low resource utilization.
In traditional file systems [5, 7], a client is responsible for
multiple tasks, including storage protocols of reliability and
consistency, failure handling, network-related functions, and
authorization-related functions. As such, applications usually
pre-allocate I/O threads and reserve memory resources and
network connections for file system clients. Because the re-
sources of FS clients in containers are isolated from each
other, the resource utilization of CSPs is low. As a result,
achieving a high density of over 1,000 containers in a com-
putation server is difficult. Take the resource consumption of
an HDFS client in a Hadoop-2.10.2 cluster of three Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Gold 5218 servers as an example. Figure 1 plots the
CPU consumption of the HDFS client under different read
and write bandwidths. Even if the client writes files at a band-
width of 200 MB/s, it consumes 1.1 CPU cores. Consider a
typical scenario where a container is allocated two cores. It
means over 50% CPU resources are spent on I/O.

We make a key observation that many common functions
(e.g., storage protocols and network stacks) of different FS
clients can be aggregated to achieve more efficient resource
sharing. With this aggregation, we can provide a lightweight
file system interface for different tenants, and simplify the
maintenance and upgrade of FS clients.
Network gateway becomes the bottleneck. FS clients of
cloud-native applications are in the virtual domain of users,
while the file system resides in the physical domain of CSPs.
For security reasons, clients cannot directly access the file
system but have to use a network gateway (i.e., network load
balancer) to access the data. However, this network gateway
cannot satisfy the requirements of cloud-native applications
on file services in terms of performance, availability, load
balance, and cost.
• Performance. Performance-critical cloud-native applica-

tions (e.g., interactive applications [22]) require a 100µs-
level storage access latency. Although file systems such
as Pangu are equipped with high-performance SSD and
RDMA in the backend cluster [6], which provides a 100µs-
level latency, an I/O request needs to go through multiple
hops in a network-gateway-based architecture, resulting in
a second-level or ms-level latency [23, 24].

• Availability. Cloud-native applications often require a ms-
level recovery latency [25] in the case of storage system

failures (e.g., network jitters and server breaking down).
However, with a network gateway, file systems can only
support second-level failure handling [26, 27] due to the
gap between files and network connections. Specifically, the
network-connection-based Service Level Agreement (SLA)
is substantially different from the file-based SLA of file
systems. As such, it is hard to leverage storage protocols
in a network-gateway-based architecture to improve the
availability of file systems.

• Load balance. The network gateway distributes the load
to different proxies based on the number of network con-
nections. That may lead to a significant load imbalance of
files among the proxies due to the semantics gap between
files and connections. For example, the load among proxies
can be as much as ten-fold different in the NAS service in
Alibaba Cloud [15]. In addition, the gateway may direct a
read request to a storage server with no requested data. The
server must forward the request to another storage server
that has the data, which will amplify the traffic.

• Cost. A large-scale file system requires a large amount
of hardware dedicated to the network gateway in order
to match the total throughput of its storage cluster, which
typically consists of thousands of storage nodes. Given a
cluster of 10,000 storage nodes, each of which is equipped
with a 25×2 Gbps NIC, its total throughput is 500 Tbps.
If the throughput of a network gateway machine is 100
Gbps, we need 5,000 gateway machines to match the total
throughput of the cluster, which introduces a non-negligible
cost for CSPs.

3 Overview of Fisc
In this section, we give an overview of Fisc, including its

design rationale, architecture and basic workflow.

3.1 Design Rationale
Aggregating the resources of FS clients. Resource aggrega-
tion is the nature of cloud computing, which can improve
resource utilization and provide elastic, efficient, and on-
demand cloud service. In contrast to the traditional resource-
intensive FS clients, we aggregate functions like storage pro-
tocol and network-related functions by offloading them to
the CSP’s domain (e.g., the DPUs at computation and storage
servers). Meanwhile, this aggregation allows CSP to provide a
reservation-only interface with a lightweight client for cloud-
native applications. As such, it allows a computation server
to host a large number of application containers concurrently.
Storage-aware distributed gateway. Instead of using a cen-
tralized network gateway, we resort to a distributed storage-
aware gateway to set up direct highways between each com-
putation server and its corresponding remote storage nodes.
This design allows us to adopt high-performance network
protocols connecting the virtual and physical domains. It also
leverages storage semantics on the highways to improve the
availability and locality of file access requests and guarantee
the load balance among storage nodes.
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Figure 2: The architecture of Fisc.
Software and hardware co-design. To improve the efficiency
and performance of the file system service, we leverage the
emerging DPUs deployed in physical servers. Through careful
hardware and software co-design, we can implement secure,
efficient passthrough from the users’ containers in the virtual
domain to the file system of CSP’s physical domain. More-
over, we can also introduce a fast path in DPU to accelerate
the I/O processing.

3.2 Architecture
As shown in Figure 2, Fisc consists of a control plane

and a data plane. The control plane provides open APIs for
tenants to create Fisc FS instances, mount the Fisc FS to their
VM/containers, and allocate virtio devices to accelerate the
passthrough from the virtual domain to the physical domain.

Fisc’s data plane consists of three layers: interface layer,
storage-aware distributed gateway, and persistence layer. The
lightweight Fisc client is placed in the frontend, which pro-
vides FS service interfaces for applications. The distributed
storage-aware distributed gateway (SaDGW) is in the middle
layer, composed of Fisc agents in the DPU of each compu-
tation server, Fisc proxies in each storage node, and a group
of Fisc proxy masters in the storage cluster. The Fisc proxy
masters are responsible for managing Fisc proxies and Fisc
agents. The backend persistence layer is Pangu, which is re-
sponsible for processing the requests and persisting the data
in storage media.
Lightweight Fisc client. The aggregation of client resources
occurs at the Fisc agent in the DPU of each computation server
and the Fisc proxy in each storage server. We dissect the func-
tions of FS clients and make careful aggregation tradeoffs to
decide where these functions should be aggregated (i.e., Fisc
agents or proxies). We also design mechanisms to simplify
the implementation of Fisc clients and maintain compatibility
across different versions of their software libraries.
SaDGW. This gateway gives full play to the 100µs-level
high-speed SSD and RDMA technologies via direct and high-
performance network connections between Fisc agents and
Fisc proxies. Based on the file granularity routing in each
Fisc Agent, it leverages the storage semantics on the route

to eliminate the gap between network and file to achieve a
P999 ms-level SLA. Moreover, it implements a locality-aware
read mechanism that avoids the read traffic amplification and
doubles the read throughput.

HW and SW co-design on DPU. Fisc provides a virtio-
Fisc device to build up secure and efficient passthrough from
virtual containers to the physical storage cluster. Based on
the device, a co-designed FPGA cache is presented as a fast
path to further improve Fisc’s performance. With regard to
the scarce resource of DPU, optimizations for CPU, memory,
and network are proposed.

With these three modules, we further provide a vRPC (vir-
tual RPC) abstraction for storage service, which can be easily
adopted by cloud-native services. Besides, Fisc adopts an
end-to-end (E2E) QoS mechanism for different priority ap-
plications like online search and offline training. With proxy
master scheduling, Fisc builds up file-granularity load balanc-
ing among Fisc Proxies, which avoids the imbalance caused
by traditional network connection-based scheduling.

3.3 Workflow of Fisc
In the control plane, when a tenant calls the open APIs to

create a Fisc instance, Fisc control plane maps the instance
to the backend Pangu file system, and pushes the information
of the tenant and the mount point to the Fisc proxy masters
deployed in the Pangu storage cluster. The Fisc proxy master
pushes the proxy mapping (i.e., the mapping between the
mount point and the Fisc proxies) to the Fisc agent whenever
the tenant attaches the mount point to a VM/container. In
the end, the control plane attaches a virtio-Fisc device to the
corresponding VM/container.

The workflow of the data plane mainly involves SaDGW
with a fine-granularity route table. Given a meta operation
request of files of the mount point, it arrives at the Fisc
agent through the virtio-Fisc device. The Fisc agent randomly
chooses a Fisc proxy according to the mapping between the
mount point and Fisc proxies. If it is an open operation for
a file, a route entry associated with the opened file will be
constructed with its file handle and the Fisc proxy location.
Afterwards, the subsequent read/write requests of the file will
be routed according to the route entry. More details of storage-
aware routing optimizations are in §4.2.

4 Design and Implementation
4.1 Lightweight Fisc Client

We adopt a lightweight design for Fisc clients by offloading
most of their functions to Fisc agents in the DPU of computa-
tions servers and Fisc proxies on the storage nodes. Through
this two-layer function aggregation, Fisc achieves a high level
of resource multiplexing. In addition, we also introduce a
unified RPC-based method to simplify the implementation of
Fisc clients and a mechanism similar to Protocol Buffers (PB)
to maintain compatibility across their different versions.
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4.1.1 Function Offloading and Aggregation Tradeoff
Typical heavyweight FS clients [5–7] provide four types

of functions: (1) file interfaces and structures (e.g., APIs and
file handlers), (2) storage-related protocols (e.g., replication
reliability, data consistency, and failure handling), (3) secu-
rity and authentication (e.g., authorization checking) and (4)
network-related protocols (e.g., RPC with data nodes or meta-
data nodes). We make a key observation that in cloud-native
applications, users are only interested in the first type of func-
tions and the implementations of other functions are transpar-
ent to users. Therefore, we can move the latter three functions
out of Fisc clients and aggregate them to achieve a high level
of multiplexing on resources. However, the locations where
they are aggregated (i.e., Fisc agents or Fisc proxy) have a
great impact on the effects of multiplexing. We elaborate on
our offloading designs of different functions.
Offloading network-related functions to Fisc agent. We
offload the network-related functions of conventional clients
to the Fisc agent in the DPU of the computation server.
This is motivated by the recent success of DPU-based high-
performance network stacks (e.g., Luna/Solar [10] and Nitro
SRD [28]) in the physical domain of CSPs. In particular, a
Fisc agent extends Luna/Solar network stack and aggregates
multiple network connections of Fisc clients on the same
computation server. This substantially reduces the CPU and
memory resources each client needs to reserve for network-
related operations.
Offloading security-related functions to Fisc agent. We
adopt an early-checking design to perform security checks
(e.g., authentication and authorization) in Fisc agent when it
receives requests from Fisc clients. Different from the meth-
ods with network gateway, which deal with the malicious
traffic at their proxies, this design prevents malicious traffic
from consuming the resources of backend storage clusters.
Offloading storage-protocol functions to Fisc proxy. We
choose to offload storage-protocol functions to Fisc proxies
in the storage clusters, instead of Fisc clients, for three rea-
sons. First, the DPU in the computation server has limited
resources. After spending resources on network-related func-
tions, security-related functions and bare-metal virtualization
of virtio-Fisc device, the DPU does not have sufficient re-
sources to implement complex storage protocols. Second, of-
floading these functions to the storage clusters helps move the
storage traffic between the computation servers and the stor-
age clusters in the backend network within storage clusters,
saving the scarce network resources in the compute-storage
disaggregated architecture. Third, it allows us to adopt storage-
oriented optimization and hardware-assisted accelerations in
the storage clusters to improve the overall system performance
and reduce costs.
4.1.2 Simplification and Compatibility

Implementing an FS client and maintaining its compati-
bility across different versions of its software library is chal-
lenging because a typical FS client has a large number of

APIs (e.g., the HDFS client has more than 100 APIs [29]).
We introduce a unified RPC-based method to simplify the
implementation of Fisc clients and a mechanism similar to
protocol buffers for compatibility maintenance.
Simplifying client implementation using RPC. We imple-
ment the APIs in the Fisc client using RPC stubs. When the
application invokes an API, the Fisc client passes the param-
eters of the API to its corresponding RPC stub. The stub
encodes these parameters, the file handle, and the tenant in-
formation into an RPC request. This request is sent to the
Fisc agent in the DPU with a virtio-Fisc device (§4.3.1). The
Fisc agent checks the authorization of tenants and looks up
the file handle in its route table (§4.2.1) to forward the RPC
request to a corresponding Fisc proxy. Upon receiving the
request, the Fisc proxy resolves it and invokes the correspond-
ing RPC service of the API, which completes the API and
encodes its return value in an RPC response. The response is
returned to the Fisc client along the opposite path of the RPC
request and resolved by the client. This design makes it easier
to implement and add APIs in Fisc clients.
Maintaining compatibility using a PB-based mechanism.
Building on top of the RPC-based API implementation, we
introduce a PB-based mechanism to maintain the compatibil-
ity of Fisc clients across different versions. Directly applying
the PB protocol [30] would introduce extra data center tax of
(de)serialization [31], wasting the limited resources in DPU.
To this end, we categorize Fisc APIs into data-related ones
(e.g., read and append) and meta-related ones (e.g., create,
delete, open and close). Although the former has fewer APIs,
it is more frequently used than the latter. Thus, for data-related
APIs, we adopt several carefully designed, efficient data struc-
tures to maintain their compatibility. For the meta APIs, we
use the PB protocol as it is. In this way, we can achieve a
balance between performance and compatibility.

4.2 Storage-aware Distributed Gateway
SaDGW is a distributed gateway that sets up direct con-

nections, referred to as "direct highways" in the paper, be-
tween the Fisc agents and the Fisc proxy. As such, Fisc can
adopt high-performance network stacks on these direct high-
ways, and further leverage storage semantics to build a file-
granularity storage-aware routing. It improves the availability
through storage-aware failure handling and improves the read
throughput through locality optimizations.

4.2.1 Direct Highway Between Agents and Proxies
Direct highway. With the help of DPUs, Fisc builds direct
highways between Fisc agents and Fisc proxies, where no net-
work gateways are needed. Considering a storage cluster with
thousands of nodes, this would be a significant cost saving.
On the highways, we adopt high-performance network stacks
of Luna/Solar [10], which is transparent to cloud-native appli-
cations, instead of the TCP/IP stack. Raw data structures [32]
are adopted to eliminate the overhead of (de)serialization
between Fisc agents and proxies.
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Figure 3: The routing process of Fisc.

File granularity route table. SaDGW manages highways
through a centralized control mechanism (§3.3). As shown
in Figure 3, Fisc agent adopts a file-granularity route table
for routing file requests to Fisc proxies, which records the
file handle information and the location of the Fisc proxy
serving the file. For the route table, one entry is inserted once
a file is opened for the first time. When Fisc agent receives
a file open request, it randomly chooses a Fisc proxy from
the proxy mapping. An entry is constructed when a response
of successful file open is returned. The entry includes the
returned file handle, the location of the chosen proxy, and the
SLA-related attributes mentioned below. Afterwards, when
an I/O request arrives at the Fisc agent, it looks up a proxy
in the route table with the file handle of the request and then
transmits the request to the proxy. Due to the scarce memory
in DPU, Fisc uses an LRU policy to control the size of the
route table.

4.2.2 Storage-aware Failure Handling
Enhanced route entry. Based on the file granularity route
table, Fisc further leverages storage semantics to improve its
availability. For failure handling of storage protocols, three
main factors are considered: retry timeout, retry destination,
and highway quality. 1) The retry timeout means the max-
imum number of times the Fisc agent retries the failed re-
quests, which is related to the request timeout set by users and
highway quality; 2) The retry destination denotes the proxy
location in the entry, which will be replaced by a new proxy if
retry timeout occurs; and 3) The highway quality is measured
by the average latency to estimate the network quality to the
proxy. Therefore, we enhance the route table to support fail-
ure handling. Besides the file handle and proxy location, each
route entry is extended with three items: retry times, retry
timeout, and avg-latency, which record when the agent reset
the connection, the condition under which the agent gives up,
and the average latency of requests, respectively. We make use
of these items to implement storage-aware failure handling.
Failure handling. Fisc leverages several mechanisms in the
Fisc agent to conduct failure handling.
• Retry. When detecting a failed request, the Fisc agent re-

tries the request several times until it receives a success-
ful response or it exceeds the timeout defined by users.

Since users usually set a relatively large timeout for their re-
quests, the Fisc agent initially sets a small empirical timeout
(i.e., ten times the average latency) to detect failed requests.
When such a request is found, the agent doubles the timeout
to execute the retry. This mechanism deals with temporary
failures (e.g., network jitters and burst proxy load).

• Blacklist. Upon detecting consecutive failures of requests
or an abnormally large average latency to a Fisc proxy,
the Fisc agent puts this Fisc proxy into the blacklist. A
background thread periodically pings these proxies and will
remove the successful pinged proxy from the blacklist. The
metadata requests in the metadata path will exclude the
proxies in the blacklist when choosing Fisc proxies. The
data operations in the data path will involve the following
reopen mechanism.

• Reopen. If the destination Fisc proxy of a request is in the
blacklist, Fisc agent will select a new Fisc proxy to reopen
the file and update the route entry. Otherwise, for a failed
request, it adopts a threshold of retry times to make sure
that there is still time left after the retry. In the remaining
time, it reopens the file by retrying the request to a new Fisc
proxy. This operation provides the opportunity to complete
the request with the new proxy and avoid request failure.
These mechanisms are transparent to cloud-native applica-

tions. It provides flexibility for CSPs to upgrade the failure
handling policy and helps keep the Fisc client lightweight.
4.2.3 Locality-aware Read

For a read operation, its request is first sent to a Fisc proxy
and then sent to the Pangu chunkserver where the data to read
is located by the proxy. The read response with the data to
read is returned along the opposite path: from the chunkserver
to the proxy and then to the client. It results in a two-time
amplification of the read traffic, which consumes extra band-
width and reduces the read throughput of the whole cluster by
half. Considering that each storage node is deployed with a
Fisc proxy process and chunkserver process, we design the
locality-aware read by letting Fisc agent record the locations
of file chunks and sending read requests to the proxy, where
the concurrently deployed chunkserver holds their required
chunks.
Predicted locations in a range table. When an open or read
response returns to Fisc agents, the location information of
the file chunks is piggybacked, as shown in Figure 4. The
proxy returns the chunk information that would be read in the
near future by the read prediction mechanism of Pangu. The
number of the predicted chunks is empirically set to 16. Then
the location information is encoded as range and location
pairs and inserted into a range table. Each entry of the range
table corresponds to a file, and the total number of range
pairs in an entry is limited to 64 due to the scarce resource
of DPU. For the 64 MB chunk size, its spanned range is 4
GB, which covers a large range space of files. The index of a
file’s corresponding range table entry is stored as a read hint
attribute in a route table entry.
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Shared memory instead of cross-node communication.
When a request arrives at a Fisc agent, the Fisc agent looks
up its route entry and finds the read hint, which is an index
of the range table. With the index, the Fisc agent then looks
up the range table and finds the matching range and location
pair. If a pair hits, the read request will be sent to the location
in the pair. In some cases, the range for a read, with the offset
adding the length to read, is larger than the range of a hit pair.
In this case, due to the limitation of CPU resources, we do
not divide a read request into multiple ones to avoid complex
processing in DPU, such as segmentation, combination and
failure handing. When the Fisc proxy of the location receives
the read request, it calls the Pangu client to complete the re-
quest. As the Pangu client finds that the chunkserver and the
proxy is located in the same physical node, it uses shared-
memory communication instead of the network. As a result,
the data to read is only transmitted once through the network,
and increase the total read-throughput of a storage cluster.

4.3 SW/HW Co-design with DPU
Fisc adopts X-Dragon DPU [33] to build a novel virtio-

Fisc device to accelerate its secure passthrough from the
virtual domain of users to the physical domain of CSPs. To
meet the requirements of cloud-native applications, a fast path
is applied in DPU, and many optimizations are adopted to
mitigate the impact of the scarce resources of DPU.
4.3.1 DPU-based Virtio-Fisc Device

The virtio-Fisc device is a PCIe device following the virtio
standard. It consists of two parts, the frontend in VMs/contain-
ers and the backend in DPUs. Fisc client puts requests in the
virtio hardware queues through the frontend, and Fisc agents
running on the processor of DPU process the requests of the
hardware queues. Agents send the requests to the Fisc prox-
ies, and put the returned responses into the virtio hardware
queues, which are consumed by the frontend. Two generations
of virtio-Fisc devices are adopted in Fisc:
Virtio-Fisc devices based on virtio-block. We adopt virtio-
block device for its compatibility with major operating sys-
tems and can be used by most VMs/containers without modi-
fication. With virtio-block interface, the front-end is the same
as the standard virtio-block device, and a lightweight com-
munication library is implemented with block read and write

operations for Fisc client. However, the backend is quite dif-
ferent, and requests in hardware queues are processed with
Fisc agents instead of the traditional virtio-block software, as
mentioned in [20]. In fact, it only makes use of the virtio-block
interface and works as a virtio-Fisc device.
Virtio-Fisc devices based on customized design. We de-
sign a novel vitio-Fisc device to eliminate the limitation of
virtio-block. For example, the depth of a virtio-block queue is
limited to 128 in most operating systems. Though it is enough
for virtio-block but not for nonblocking requests of Fisc. The
novel virtio device is more like a NIC device. We further
leverage its interface to the RPC level, which can be suitable
for cloud-native services like FaaS. It makes use of virtio
queues to transmit commands for RPC requests and receive
responses. We equip the device driver in our released OS in
Alibaba.
4.3.2 Fast Path

We adopt a cache of route table in FPGA of DPU, which
generates a fast path to speed up the processing of file requests.
As shown in Figure 5, the mapping between the file handle and
network connection is cached in the FPGA. With the cache,
when a request with its file handle comes to the customized
virtio-Fisc device in the FPGA, the FPGA resolves the file
handle from the request and looks up the table. If it hits,
the request will be directly packed as network packets and
transmitted to the network connection. Otherwise, the request
will be sent to Fisc agents via the slow path. Entries of the
cache are controlled and updated by Fisc agent in software
to relieve the complexity of the FPGA implementation of
the cache. And to control network transmission bandwidth,
the transmission window of each connection is also set and
updated in cache entries by the Fisc agent.
4.3.3 Resource Optimizations

With regard to the scarce resources of DPU, optimizations
for its CPU, memory and network are applied.
CPU optimization. We leverage two methods to optimize
the CPU usage in DPU. 1) Batch operation. Fisc gathers
multiple requests into one to share the processing of virtio
protocols between Fisc clients and agents. 2) Manual PB
(De)Serialization. Fisc adopts manual PB (De)Serialization
methods. They are customized for particular data types of
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Fisc and are more efficient than compiler-generated ones.
According to our experiment with the manual methods, the
IOPS can be improved by about 1.5% for 4 KB requests with
one processor core of a DPU.
Memory optimization. The route table and range table oc-
cupy most memory in Fisc agent. To save memory, Fisc com-
presses the memory space of their entries. As the number of
storage nodes is less than 1 million, we adopt 20 bits to repre-
sent the location IP instead of 32 bits, i.e. 4 bytes, in general.
For locations of 3 replicas for a chunk, it consumes 8 bytes in
total. A file with 64 predicted chunks for locality-aware read
occupies 512 bytes. Taking file handle and tenant information
into account, the total size of the memory space for a file in
Fisc agent is no more than 1 KB. Thus, 1 GB of memory can
hold up to 1 million files.

To further save the memory, we pass the range table to Fisc
client as a hint. In this way, there is no need to store a large
number of locations for locality-read in the range table in
DPU. Instead, they can be stored in Fisc client. Fisc client
is aware of the range of chunks and can find the location
corresponding to its read request. When Fisc client sends
a request, it is accompanied by the hint. Then Fisc agent
first checks the file handle and tenant information with the
route table in DPU. For a passed request, Fisc agent sends the
request to the Fisc proxy according to the hint. For security,
the location hint passed to Fisc client is encoded with an index
and has no meaning to users. To avoid applications changing
the hint maliciously, the index is checked in Fisc agents and
Fisc proxies. If the check fails, the locality-read mechanism
for the tenants will be forbidden for a period of time in Fisc
agent. It then falls back to using the route table of fewer
locations in DPU. Thus, with the hint, Fisc can save a lot of
memory and support more range table entries in DPU.
Network optimization. SaDGW carefully deals with the
number of connections for the direct highway. First, it adopts
the shared-connection mechanism [13] to reduce the con-
nections between Fisc agents and Fisc proxies. Second, it
recycles the resources of network connections by periodically
tearing down idle connections. Third, for the narrow inter-
region Tbps-level network bandwidth compared to that of
intra-region, Fisc agents only connect parts of proxies in dif-
ferent regions where there can be thousands of storage nodes.
In this way, it is sufficient for inter-region network throughput
and reduces the number of connections.

4.4 Large-scale Deployment
Fisc carefully deals with ease of use, load balance, and QoS

to support applications running over 3 million CPU cores.

4.4.1 vRPC
As shown in Figure 6, we abstract a vRPC service from

Fisc. It is similar to the traditional RPC mechanism of RPC
client and RPC server. Clients placed in containers call an
RPC request by vRPC stub in Fisc client, and the request is
processed by the vRPC Server in Fisc proxy. For a cloud-

native service, developers only need to concern the RPC stub
for clients in containers and its RPC service for servers in the
backend clusters. The implementation details of vRPC such
as virtio device and SaDGW, are transparent to both clients
and servers, which is different from the traditional RPC as fol-
lows. First, it provides a secure passthrough from the virtual
domain to the physical domain with an efficient hardware-
assisted virtio device. Second, its RPC request can be retried
in Fisc agent, which is transparent to vRPC client, and high-
performance network stacks can also be transparently adopted.
Third, it gives an opportunity to adopt an adapter for a ser-
vice, which can be integrated into Fisc agent to improve the
availability of the service by its developers. vRPC can not
only support Fisc FS but also other cloud-native services.

4.4.2 Load Balance
Fisc introduces two mechanisms for the load balance

among thousands of Fisc proxies in storage clusters.
File granularity schedule. Traditional load balance relies
on connection-based scheduling of network gateway, which
focuses on balancing the number of network connections
among proxies. However, a gap exists between the number of
network connections and that of files. This means the number
of connections may be balanced, but that of files in each proxy
may be significantly different. To tackle this problem, Fisc
eliminates the gap and presents a file-granularity schedule
for load balance. Fisc agent forwards each file to a random
Fisc proxy according to the hash value of its file name and
other information such as access time. In this way, the files are
evenly distributed among Fisc proxies. With locality-aware
read optimization, as the chunks of files are evenly distributed
to each data server by Pangu, it leads to an even balance of
read requests to Fisc proxies, which are currently deployed
with data servers in storage nodes.
The centralized re-scheduling. As Fisc proxy masters pe-
riodically collect the load of each proxy, they can schedule
and migrate part of the files from a high-load Fisc proxy to a
low-load one. The migration is transparent to the applications
of tenants, and Fisc agent accordingly reopens these files after
the migration. Meanwhile, Fisc proxy masters also push the
load information to Fisc agents. After receiving the informa-
tion, Fisc agents reduce the hash weight of high-load Fisc
proxies and improve that of low-load ones. In this way, Fisc
implements a centralized re-scheduling.

4.4.3 E2E QoS
Fisc supports hybrid file access for online real-time applica-

tions and offline batch-processing applications, the demands
of which are represented by high priority and low priority.
Hardware-based QoS. Vitio-Fisc devices, NICs, and net-
works adopt hardware-based QoS mechanism. Virtio-Fisc
devices and NICs make use of their hardware queues of high
and low priorities. We set DSCP values in the IP packet header
through the networking library to leverage the priority queues
of network switches.
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Figure 7: The resource consumption of LC and TC when
writing/reading data to/from the storage cluster.

Software-based QoS. Fisc client, Fisc agent and Fisc proxy
adopt a software-based QoS mechanism, utilizing a hybrid
thread model of exclusive threads for high-priority and low-
priority requests, respectively. The reason for the hybrid
thread model is to avoid head-of-line (HOL) blocking prob-
lems. To conserve the scarce CPU resource of DPU, a large
offline request is not divided into separate smaller ones to
avoid the complex request combination and failure dealing.
As a result, if high and low priority requests are in the same
thread, there may be a HOL blocking problem between them.
And the other reason is the lack of cache isolation capability
of NIC like CAT for Intel CPU [34]. The buffer cache of NIC
may be full-filled with low-priority packets if a DPDK-based
polling thread [35] stops polling network packets. Therefore,
if high and low priority network packets are processed in
the same thread, the low-priority queue of NIC should keep
polling. Otherwise, the buffer cache may be full-filled and
eventually affect high priority traffic. However, the non-stop
polling for low-priority requests in a thread makes it hard to
guarantee the high-priority requests.

Besides Fisc modules, the backend Pangu also adopts
software-based QoS for NVMe SSDs, as current SSDs lack
of hardware-level QoS mechanism. Therefore, Fisc enables
end-to-end priority classification.

5 Evaluations
We evaluate Fisc through extensive experiments in a testbed

and demonstrate its performance in a production environment.
We focus on the following measurements:

• The efficiency of Fisc lightweight client (§5.2).
• The performance of I/O requests in Fisc (§5.3).
• The availability of I/O requests in Fisc (§5.4).
• The impact of QoS scheme on multi-applications (§5.5).
• The effectiveness of load balancing in Fisc (§5.6).

5.1 Testbed Setup
Our testbed is a disaggregated cluster consisting of one

computation server and a storage cluster of 43 commodity
storage servers. The computation server is equipped with a
DPU. The storage cluster is equipped with the Pangu stor-
age system [6]. We use FIO [36] to generate different I/O
workloads in the computation server and record the CPU and
memory consumption of the client. The number of threads
to issue I/O requests is denoted by num jobs. The number
of inflight I/O is denoted by iodepth. For simplicity, we use
njmd in figures to represent the workload of num jobs = n,
iodepth = m.

5.2 Lightweight Client
We first compare the resource consumption of Fisc client,

denoted as LC, with that of a traditional FS client, which
integrates the storage-related protocols (e.g., three replicas)
and network-related stacks (e.g., RPC and TCP/IP) and is
denoted as TC.
Microbenchmark. To test the resource utilization of clients
with different data sizes, we write data to the file system with
a granularity of 4 KB and read the file with a granularity
of 128 KB. Figure 7 shows that LC has substantially lower
CPU utilization and memory consumption than TC for both
write and read operations. For example, when writing data
with 8j32d (i.e., num jobs = 8 and iodepth = 32), LC and
TC each consumes 0.3 and 0.46 CPU cores, respectively. In
another experiment where we let one FIO job write data to
the storage cluster at a fixed rate of 1.75 GB/s, LC consumes
less CPU and memory resources than TC by 69% and 20%,
respectively.
Production environment. We also evaluate Fisc in a pro-
duction system, which consists of thousands of servers and
provides Swift service, a distributed streaming service similar
to Kafka [37]. Figure 8 shows the bandwidth and CPU and
memory consumption of Swift in one month when writing
data to the remote storage cluster. Swift initially uses TC and
switches to LC on day 18. After the switch, LC maintains the
same high bandwidth performance as TC does, but consumes
16% and 57% less CPU and memory, respectively, than TC.
Specifically, when we only offload erasure coding to Fisc
proxies, the CPU and memory consumption of containers is
reduced by 9% and 40%, respectively.

These results in the testbed and production environment
demonstrate the efficiency and efficacy of the Fisc lightweight
client in supporting cloud-native applications with high per-
formance while consuming substantially fewer resources.

5.3 Latency
To evaluate the latency of I/O requests in Fisc, we first

compare Fisc with a network-gateway-based load balancing
solution [38], denoted as LB. We then validate the effective-
ness of locality-aware read in the testbed.
Microbenchmark. We first start different FIO tasks on the
computation server and measure the end-to-end latency of I/O
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Figure 8: The bandwidth, CPU utilization, and memory consumption in a month. Results are given in the range of [0, 100].

(a) The write and read latency of a
single job with a data size of 8 KB.

(b) The write latency with 64 jobs, a
data size of 8 KB, and a fixed band-
width of 100 MB/s.

Figure 9: The comparison of latency between Fisc and LB.

(a) The latency of sequential read. (b) The latency of random read.

Figure 10: The effectivenss of locality-aware read.

requests. Figure 9(a) shows that the write and read latency of
Fisc is 63% and 61% lower than those of LB when launching
I/O requests with a data size of 8 KB. In the next experiment,
we let Fisc and LB write files with 64 jobs and a data size of 8
KB at a fixed bandwidth of 100 MB/s. Figure 9(b) shows that
Fisc reduces the average and P999 tail latency compared to
LB by 76% and 92%, respectively. This latency improvement
results from two optimizations: (1) the SaDGW provides one-
hop communication instead of the two-hop communication in
a centralized network gateway; (2) the SaDGW transparently
adopts the high-performance networking stack to replace the
inefficient TCP/IP stack.

To verify the benefits of locality-aware read, we further
compare the latency of FIO tasks in sequential read and ran-
dom read scenarios with a data size of 16 KB and 256 KB.
As shown in Figure 10, the latency of read requests reduces
in both scenarios (e.g., by 25% when randomly reading files

with a data size of 256 KB). It shows that the locality infor-
mation in the range table is effective in helping route the
read requests directly to the target storage server, reducing
the end-to-end latency.

Production environment. We plot the average write latency
of an online search workload over 30 days. As shown in Fig-
ure 11, the average latency is stable at ∼500 µs even when
the workloads reach as high as millions-level IOPS. This re-
sult demonstrates that Fisc provides a low-latency file system
service for cloud-native applications. In contrast, this latency
becomes several milliseconds when the file system service is
provided through LB.

5.4 Availability
We use the P999 tail latency as a key metric to measure the

effectiveness of Fisc’s storage-aware failure handling mecha-
nisms in guaranteeing the availability of file system services.

Microbenchmark. To verify the impact of proxy failure on
tail latency, we randomly kill some proxy processes in the
storage cluster of 80 storage servers and record the tail latency
for all I/O requests. As shown in Figure 13, we kill one proxy
at t1 and then kill five proxy processes at t2. We observe
that the tail latency increases to <40 ms for a short time and
quickly returns to the previous level. This result shows that
proxy failures in the storage cluster have a limited effect on
the tail latency. It is because Fisc can retry the failed I/O
requests with its storage-aware failure handling methods. As
a result, such failures have a limited impact on applications.

Production environment. Figure 12 illustrates the P999 tail
latency of online searching tasks over the same 30-day period.
Most of the time, it stays under 30 ms. We analyze the spikes
in the figure. The spikes t1, t2, t3, and t4 happen due to the
upgrade of FS, at which we launch/stop some proxies in the
storage cluster. Other spikes are caused by network jitters
and storage node breakdowns. However, after each spike, the
P999 tail latency quickly returns to a low level with the help
of Fisc’s storage-aware failure handling mechanisms.
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Figure 11: The average write latency and IOPS in one month.

Figure 12: The P999 tail latency of write in one month in production environment.

Figure 13: The P999 tail latency of write in micro-benchmark.

5.5 QoS
We demonstrate Fisc’s ability to guarantee the QoS across

different applications by measuring the latency of online
searching tasks and the throughput of offline AI training tasks
in a production environment. Both tasks are deployed in the
same computation cluster and share the same storage clus-
ter. Figure 14 shows that the latency of online search tasks
stays stable and is barely affected by the fluctuated offline
AI training tasks. It is because Fisc assigns a high priority
to latency-critical tasks like online search and guarantees the
corresponding QoS with an E2E QoS mechanism.

5.6 Load Balancing
To study the load-balancing capability of Fisc, We ran-

domly choose six storage servers from our storage cluster
and measure their normalized read IOPS over seven days. We
compute the coefficient of variation of these nodes as a mea-
surement of Fisc’s load-balancing capability [39]. As shown
in Figure 15, the coefficient of variation of read IOPS is <
5%. This result indicates that the read requests are evenly
distributed among Fisc proxies and proves that Fisc achieves
a similar quality of load balancing as Maglev, Google’s in-
house load balancer [39], whose coefficient of variation is 6-
7%. This efficacy is due to Fisc’s fine-grained storage-aware
load-balancing strategy. Specifically, Fisc agents forward I/O
requests with a granularity of files. In contrast, network-based
load balancing methods forward I/O requests with a granular-
ity of network connections, causing unbalanced numbers of
files forwarded to different storage nodes.

6 Discussion
Not just migration. The two-layer aggregation of Fisc of-
floads network-related functions and storage protocols to Fisc
agent in DPU and Fisc proxy in the storage node. The ques-
tion is whether Fisc merely transfers the resource consump-

tion from containers of users to DPUs and back-end storage
clusters of CSPs but does not reduce the total amount of con-
sumed resources. The answer is that Fisc not just migrates
resources spatially but can significantly reduce resource con-
sumption, because it "aggregates" the resource for storage
protocols and network stacks processing in terms of tenants,
applications and workloads. For example, one application in
containers usually pre-allocate I/O threads and reserve mem-
ory and network connections, which cannot be shared with
the applications in other containers. However, in Fisc, these
resources are "migrated" and "aggregated" in Fisc agents
and proxies, and they are efficiently shared by multiple ap-
plications to achieve high resource utilization. Furthermore,
with function offloading, Fisc can leverage modern hardware-
assisted acceleration for these storage protocols and advanced
network-related stacks to improve their efficiency. For exam-
ple, the Erasure-coding and CRC operation can be accelerated
by hardware in the storage cluster.

With the development of cloud-native applications, more
cloud-native services should aggregate their service-related
resources among containers. Based on the traditional aggre-
gation of VM resources, it will further improve the resource
efficiency of CSPs.
Ecosystem service. The ecosystem is vital for cloud-native
applications. Fisc extends its ecosystem in two aspects:
compatibility with HDFS ecosystem and virtio-Fisc devices
for different operating systems. For the former one, Fisc
Client adopts a Java Native Interface (JNI) method to use
its lightweight client of C language, and many optimizations
have been introduced for the semantics compatibility between
HDFS and Pangu. For the latter issue, we abstract virtio-Fisc
devices to more general virtio-RPC devices, which are suit-
able for more cloud-native services. And we develop the
virtio-Fisc driver in our released OS and will submit it to the
open source community.
Resource in DPU. The resources in DPU are scarce, and
Fisc also has to share these resources with other virtualiza-
tion services, such as virtual networking and block services.
Therefore, Fisc adopts a variety of optimization technologies
to economize resource utilization, as mentioned in §4.3.3.
With the development of DPUs such as Intel IPU [40] and
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Figure 14: The latency of online tasks with background offline tasks in one month.

Figure 15: The load distribution of read IOPS of six storage nodes in one week.

Nvidia DPU [41], the processing capability of embedded pro-
cessors of DPU has been greatly improved. Meanwhile, more
hardware acceleration functions like compression have been
integrated. These new features help Fisc agents adopt more
complex policies to deal with failure handling and locality-
aware read mechanisms. It is noteworthy that careful resource
optimizations are still needed with the increase of throughput
from 25 Gbps to 100 Gbps or 200 Gbps.

7 Related Work
Infrastructure support for cloud-native applications.
Many studies [4, 42–51] have investigated how to provide
efficient infrastructure support for emerging cloud-native ap-
plications (e.g., microservice, container and serverless com-
puting), including state management [43–45], runtime [46],
data storage [47], fault tolerance [4] and performance opti-
mization [48–51]. Some work [52,53] also looked into design-
ing efficient service interfaces for cloud-native applications.
For example, LogBook [52] provides logging interfaces for
stateful serverless applications and uses a metalog to address
log ordering, read consistency, and fault tolerance. Fluid [53]
provides a unified data abstraction for cloud-native deep learn-
ing applications. In this paper, we design Fisc, a large-scale
file system that provides high-performance file system ser-
vices for cloud-native applications.
High-performance distributed file systems. Many dis-
tributed file systems have been designed and deployed (e.g.,
pNFS [54], NAS [15], Facebook Tectonic [7], Google Colos-
sos [5], and Alibaba Pangu [6]) to provide high-performance
storage services for applications. However, they are ill-suited
for cloud-native applications because they use heavyweight
clients and a centralized network gateway. To this end, some
studies (e.g., OFC [55], FaaSCache [56], FLASHCUBE [57],
and Pocket [58]) proposed adding cache to the persistence
layer to improve the performance. However, they still suffer
from a low level of resource multiplexing. In contrast, Fisc
proposes the design of a lightweight client and storage-aware
gateway, and resorts to a software-hardware co-design to pro-
vide high-performance file system services for cloud-native

applications.
Bare-metal DPUs in clouds. The cloud computing com-
munity is increasingly developing and deploying bare-metal
DPUs in clouds (e.g., Nitro [19], BM-Hive [20], ELI [59],
Splinter [60], and Bluebird [61]). Some studies also use DPUs
to accelerate file system services (e.g., LineFS [62], Gim-
bal [63], and Leapio [64]). However, they are not designed
to provide cross-domain file system services between tenants
and CSPs. In contrast, Fisc leverages the X-Dragon DPU in
the computation server and introduces a new virtio device to
provide secure, high-performance cross-domain file system
services.

8 Conclusion
The trend of cloud-native brings new challenges and oppor-

tunities for CSPs to revisit their file system services. In this
paper, we present Fisc, a large-scale cloud-native-oriented file
system, which adopts a two-layer aggregation mechanism to
multiplex resources of file clients among containers and a
distributed storage-aware gateway to improve performance,
availability and load balance of I/O requests. Fisc also adopts
virtio-Fisc device with DPU for high performance and secure
passthrough from users’ virtual domain to CSPs’ physical
domain. Fisc has been deployed in a production DCN for over
three years and provides large-scale file system service for
cloud-native applications.
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